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Abstract 
In a previous study we proceeded to the remodularization 
architecture based on classes and packages using the Formal 
Concept Analysis (FCA)[13] [14] [30]. we then got two possible 
remodularized architectures and we explored the issue of 
redistributing classes of a package to other packages, we used an 
approach based on Oriented Graph to determine the packages 
that receive the redistributed classes and we evaluated the quality 
of a remodularized software architecture by metrics [31] [28]  
[29]. In this paper, we will address the issue of the efficiency of 
the Oriented Graph in the remodularization of software 
architectures compared to the Formal  Concept Analysis FCA 
method. The formal method of FCA concept is not popularized 
among scientists as opposed to the use of the labeled directed 
graph. It is for this reason that our directed graph approach is 
more effective in its simplicity and popularity.  
Keywords: 
Software modularization, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA),  
Oriented graph, Metrics, Coupling and cohesion.  
 

1.  Introduction 
 
Great software systems based on approaches, the 

object consist of classes grouped into packages, forming a 
modular structure. The dependency relationships between 
classes in the same package (internal dependencies), and 
between classes of different packages (external 
dependencies generate complexity making it difficult to 
understand and maintain the system. In addition, the 
modular structure tends to degrade over time, making 
necessary an expert intervention for modernization. Many 
researchers make proposals on this subject using technical 
visualization, algorithms of remodularization or Exploring 
the Redistribution Classes of a Package with an Approach 
Based on Formal Concept Analysis.[13][14] [31]. In this 
paper, we study a particular declination, cf. the problem 
presented by H. Abdeen et al. [2] [1] [31], which is about 
the redistribution of classes from one system to existing 
packages. Namely, we consider in this paper more 
precisely the redistribution of classes in a package to other 
packages. This package may be a very small and in fact 
we want to balance the sizes of packages in the system, or 
it was artificially created to contain added classes to the 
system and the designer considers that there is no 
consistency semantics. In a context of restructuring 

architecture or development, it can also be linked to the 
disappearance of a node in a distributed architecture or 
recentralization and / or refactoring for maintenance 
reasons. We have explored a solution using Oriented 
Graph based on the technique of shortest path and 
illustrated our proposal with a theoretical example [31]. 
Section II presents our example, then we describe the 
approach in Section III. Section IV presents validation 
metrics of cohesion and coupling measure and we discuss 
our main results. Related work is presented in Section V, 
and then we conclude in Section V I. 
 
2.  Illustration 
 

This section presents the problem of software 
architecture  remodularization on an example. We will 
use the architecture shown in Figure 1 consists of five 
packages A, 

 B, C, D and E. Packages A, B, C, D, E are expected c 
 contain more classes that are not shown for simplicity.  
Dependencies   linking  classes:  they   correspond    for  
 Example  to call a  method or  use of a type.  External  
dependency relationships link classes of package E to  
classes of  other  packages.  
Internal  dependency  relationships  connect  classes  E  
between.  Internal  dependencies  of  A, B, C and  D are 
not   presented[13] [14]. 
 

 
Fig. 1 An initial architecture composed of classes and packages 
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We   are interested   in    the redistribution of classes E  to 
 Other  packages   with    an    exploratory method, whose 
 proposals for redistribution     are   then presented  to   an  
expert. These   proposals  are based  on    the  idea     that  
the expert, while checking the semantic classes, could 
search for the increase of the cohesion (within the 
meaning of the coupling of classes in a package) and 
reduce the coupling between classes in different packages. 
To do this, we believe it is appropriate to encourage the 
following two trends: 
 1. Classes  in a   package   attract   them to  classes   of   E,  
 2. If classes of E are interconnected, it is better to  
redistribute in the same package. 
 
       We believe that the Oriented Graph based on the 
technique of shortest path can bring interesting ways to 
solve this problem because this technical method allows 
the group to connect classes identically. We are looking 
here to propose a solution to an expert. 
 
3.  Proposed approach 

 In our approach, we are inspired of the notion of 
graph to present the original architecture of Figure 1 as 
nodes relative to classes and arcs relative to the 
relationship between these classes. Figure 2 illustrates this 
vision. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Original architecture of Figure 1 as nodes relative to classes and 

arcs relative to the relationship between these classes 

 
3.1 Formalization 

In a second step we focus on the classes of package E, 
to be deleted related with classes of other packages 
considered in this case as nodes shown in figure 3. 
 

 
                            Fig. 3 Oriented Graph result of figure 2 
 
- The relationship between classes and packages are 
represented by edges connecting each pair of nodes as an 
example the nodes A and E1 are connecting by the edge 
(A,E1) image of couple (Package, Class). 
 
 It is found that all the conditions are met to define a graph 
oriented, object of Figure 3.  
 
Definition 1 (Oriented Graph) [15]:  
A graph G is a mathematical structure defined by a pair (N, 
E) where N is a set of objects called nodes or vertices and 
E part of N * N which represents a set of arcs (also called 
edges) each connecting a pair of nodes. This general 
definition is a directed graph distinguishes two vertices s1 
and s2 the edge (s1, s2) of the edge (s2, s1). The number 
of connections available to each class of package E with 
classes of packages A, B, C and D and mentioned on the 
arcs. 
 
Example of procedure:  
For the choice of the allocation of classes E Package to 
one of the other packages A, B, C and D, we adopted an 
approach advocating the use of directed graph and the 
technique based on the definition of the shortest path. 
 For examples: 
1. In Figure 2, the class E1 of package E has an external 
connection with class A14 of package A, therefore the 
corresponding arc in figure 3 between class E1 and 
package A is the number 1. where the idea of cost of a 
shortest path ¹. By applying this principle class E1 of 
package E is affected into package A. 
2. The class E12 of package E has three external  
relations, both with package A (one with class A13 of 
package A, the other with the class A11 in the same 
package) and the third class C16 of package C (Figure3). 
Under the definition of the shortest path the class E12 go 
to Package C.  
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Special case:  
 
3. The class E8 of package E has three internal relations 
 with the classes E9, E10 and E17 of package E and two 
external relations, one with class B12 of package B and 
the other with class C4 of package C, since the classes E9 
and E10 will be affected by the principle of shortest path, 
to the package C therefore E8 will go also to the package 
C dominant.  
 
Thus all the classes in the package E are redistributed 
according to the methodology listed above, and thereby 
the package E has been deleted to arrive on remodularized 
architecture (figure 4) . 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 One possibility of remodularization 

 
 
6. Results and discussion   
 
6.1 Validation metrics 

 
For validatiton of metrics cohesion and coupling, our 
calculations were based on figures 1 and 4 with an 
architecture comprising 5 packages A, B, C, D and E by 
redistribution classes of package E (figure 1) using 
oriented graph and the technique based on the definition of 
the shortest path, which resulted one possible 
remodularized architecture (figure4). The package E is 
removed during this operation. 
 
 
 
 

 
6.2  Cohesion metrics 

Table 1. Cohesion metrics: Index of Package Goal 
Focus and Index of Package Services Cohesion. 

 

 
 

 

 
           Fig. 5. Graphic representation of Cohesion metrics: Index of     
          Package Goal Focus PF  and  Index   of Package   Services  
          Cohesion IPSC (table1). 
 

The Cohesion metrics: Index of Package Goal Focus (PF) 
and Index of Package Services Cohesion (IPSC) take their 
values from 0 to 1, where 1 is the optimal value and 0 is 
the wrong value.  
 
Figure 5 gives the values of indices PF and IPSC for: 
 - Package E of Original Architecture 1 whose indexes are 
bad values because they are lower than 1.  
- Packages A and C of remodularizated architecture whose 
the index IPSC is optimal value 1 therefore very good. 
 
6.2 Coupling metrics 

 
Table 2. Coupling metrics: Index of Inter-Package    Interaction (IIPU 

and IIPE) 
 

 

 PF IPSC
Package E of the original architecture 1 0.5 0.0116
Package A of the original architecture 1 0 1 
Package C of the original architecture 1 0 1 
Package A of the remodularization 1 0.25 1 
Package C of the remodularization 1 0.46 1 

 IIPU IIPE 
The original architecture 1 0.588 0.333

Architecture of the remodularization 1 0.811 1 
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The coupling metrics: Index of Inter-Package 
Interaction (IIPU and IIPE) object of the figure 6, it is 
observed an improvement indexes IIPU and IIPE at 
remodularization 1 architecture compared to indexes of 
the original architecture 1 therefore a trend to optimality. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6 Graphic representation of Coupling metrics: Index of Inter-

Package IIPU and IIPE (table2). 
 
 

Table 3. Coupling metrics: Index of Package changing Impact IPCI; 
Index of Package Communications Diversion ( IIPUD and IIPED). 

 
 

Concerning the coupling metrics: Index of Package 
changing Impact (IPCI) and Index of Package 
Communications Diversion ( IIPUD and IIPED) presented 
in figure 7, the results obtained for remodularization 1 
approximate from those of the original architecture 1 
extend to a higher interesting value 0.626 
 

 
Fig. 7 Graphic representation of Coupling metrics: Index of Package 

changing Impact; Index of Package Communications Diversion (table3). 
 

 
The results obtained at the level of the cohesion for 

the remodularized architecture 1 provides an optimum 
value 1 compared to the original architecture 1. The results 
of the coupling have an improvement at the level of 
remodularized architecture 1 compared to the original 
architecture 1. 

 
The results of the cohesion and coupling metrics were 
conclusive for both approaches, namely: 
 
- Remodularization of architecture 1 by the FCA formal 
concept method [30] [13] [14]. 
 
- Remodularization of architecture 1 by this method based 
on the directed graph [28] [31]. 
The formal method of FCA concept is not popularized 
among scientists as opposed to the use of the labeled 
directed graph. 
 
It is for this reason that our directed graph approach is 
more effective in its simplicity and popularity. 
 
     The directed graph approach easily leads to the desired 
result because it is easily understood by a large scientific 
majority as opposed to the FCA method [30]  known by a 
scientific minority  results that also conclude that. 

 IP
CI 

IIPU
D 

IIPE
D  

Package E of the original 
architecture 1 

0 0.271 1 

Package A of the original 
architecture 1 

1 1 1 

Package B of the original 
architecture 1 

1 1 1 

Package C  of the original 
architecture 1 

1 1 1 

Package D of the original 
architecture 1 

1 1 1 

The original architecture 1 0.8 0.854 1 

Package A of the 
remodularization 1 

0 0.38 0.38 

Package B of the 
remodularization 1 

1 0.583 0.583

Package C of the 
remodularization 1 

1 0.541 0.541

Package D of the 
remodularization 1 

1 1 1 

Remodularization 1 0.7
5 

0.626 0.626
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7. Related work    
 

Different automated approaches have been proposed 
to restructure object systems. We cite three: the clustering 
algorithms, algorithms based on meta -heuristics and those 
based on the FCA[6]. The first aim to restructure system 
by the distribution of some elements (eg classes, methods, 
attributes) in groups such that the elements of a group are 
more similar to each other with elements of other groups 
[3] [7] [5]. Approaches to restructuring based on 
meta_heuristic algorithms [9] [8] are generally iterative 
stochastic algorithms, progressing towards a global 
optimum of a function by evaluating a certain objective 
function (eg characteristics or quality metrics). Finally, the 
approaches based on FCA [10] [12] provide an algebraic 
derivation of hierarchies of abstractions from all entities of 
a system. Reference [4] presents a general approach for 
the application of the FCA in the field of object-oriented 
software reengineering. In previous work, we added the 
dimension of exploration using the FCA[13] [14]. 

 
 In this paper we explore the issue of redistributing 

classes of a package to other packages. We use an 
approach based on Oriented Graph to determine the 
packages that receive the redistributed classes and we have 
evaluate the quality of a remodularized Software 
Architecture by metrics for measuring Coupling and 
Cohesion of a Package . A large part of previous works 
related to oriented software metrics has focused on the 
issue of characterizing the class design, either looking 
internal complexity or relationship between a given class 
and other classes[16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] 
[24] [25] [26].  

 
In the literature, there is also a body of work that 

focus on object oriented metrics from the standpoint of 
their correlation with software changeability [16][27], or 
from the standpoint of their ability to predicate softwair 
maintenability [16][28]. Other reasearchers argue that the 
measures resulted by the cohesion and coupling metrics of 
the previous works are open to interpretation [16] [28].  
In general, there are few metrics in the the literature 
devoted to packages.  
 

Our cohesion and coupling metrics we provide in this 
work are similar to the metrics provided by Ducasse [16]. 
 
 
8. Conclusion and discussion  
 

In this paper we explore the issue of redistributing 
classes of a package to other packages. We use an 
approach based on Oriented Graph with the technique 

based on the definition of the shortest path, to determine 
the packages that receive the redistributed classes, and we 
have evaluate the quality of a remodularized software 
architecture by metrics for measuring coupling and 
cohesion of a package The results have an improvement at 
the level of remodularized architectures. 

 
The results obtained at the level of the cohesion for 

the remodularized architecture 1 provides an optimum 
value 1 compared to the original architecture 1. The results 
of the coupling have an improvement at the level of 
remodularized architecture 1 compared to the original 
architecture 1. 

 
The results of the cohesion and coupling metrics were 
conclusive for both approaches, namely: 
- Remodularization of architecture 1 by the FCA formal 
concept method [30] [13] [14]. 
 
- Remodularization of architecture 1 by this method based 
on the directed graph [28] [31]. 
 

The formal method of FCA concept is not 
popularized among scientists as opposed to the use of the 
labeled directed graph. 

 
It is for this reason that our directed graph approach 

is more effective in its simplicity and popularity. 
 

The directed graph approach easily leads to the desired 
result because it is easily understood by a large scientific 
majority as opposed to the FCA method [30]  known by a 
scientific minority  results that also conclude that. 
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